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Revolver and Ingenta Announce their
Partnership to Streamline Royalty Processing

Revolver have selected Ingenta’s SaaS platform, conChord connect to handle distribution and
management of their music royalties. This partnership represents over 90 years of independent work in
the music and publishing industries
Revolver are pleased to announce a new working partnership with Ingenta. Ingenta are a leading
content provider for the publishing industry listed on AIM, Ingenta are a significant software company
with considerable experience of creating transparent royalty accounting. In this new agreement with
Revolver, who operate in the recorded music sector, Ingenta will provide transparent royalty systems for
Revolver artists and licensees.
Paul Birch – Director of Revolver Music Ltd, said: “this is a significant opportunity and landmark in
creating open and transparent royalty systems to benefit our increasing roster of developing artists, and
catalogue. We are thrilled to be working with Scott Winner. What we believe will be an innovative,
systematic approach to creating a system with clear and open royalty accounting. “
“We will be looking to launch in quarter one, 2022.” Scott Winner, CEO of Ingenta, said “We are pleased
to partner with Revolver and their staff as they have so much experience and knowledge in the music
industry that aligns with our vision to effectively improve royalty processing and support of the music
industry.”

Powered by conChord connect
Ingenta conChord connect offers small businesses a streamlined and affordable solution for automated
music royalty management, from calculation to payment. Able to manage all types of music licenses, the
SaaS platform can be integrated quickly and easily to support greater productivity and business growth.
conChord connect is a SaaS platform for companies seeking a simplified, cost-effective solution for
royalty payments they can implement quickly. By automating operations across a variety of contract
types, music formats, and schedules, conChord connect makes the royalty management and payment
process faster and more efficient. Once the platform is loaded with your contract data and customer
information, it calculates royalties, creates statements, and makes payments according to schedule.
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